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ABSTRACT 
 

With the fast advancements of information technology, the security of image data transmitted or stored over 

internet is become very difficult. To hide the details, an effective method is encryption, so that only 

authorized persons can decrypt the image with the keys available. Since the default features of digital 

image such as high capacity data, large redundancy and large similarities among pixels, the conventional 

encryption algorithms such as AES, , DES, 3DES, and Blow Fish, are not applicable for real time image 

encryption. This paper presents the performance of CRT for image encryption to secure storage and 

transmission of image over internet.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The role of Digital images is important, both in daily life applications as well as in areas of 

research and technology. An image is a 2-D representation of a three dimensional scene. Due to 

its large capacity data, huge redundancy and high similarities  among pixels, there are several 

researchers [1-7] done lot of work for image compression for long period except for image 

encryption, From this, research papers we see that the compression performances are good. 
 

Many number of image encryption schemes combined with compression are proposed. These 

methods divide the image encryption and image compression into two separate stages [8-13]. 

These, mainly separate the encryption without considering the compression process. Few propose 

overcome the drawbacks in Refs. [8–13] by making the image encryption and compression in a 

single process [14–17]. Refs [18] propose a new image encryption algorithm integrated with 

compression using 2D hyper-chaos discrete nonlinear dynamic system and Chinese remainder 

theorem. However these papers do not evaluate the performance of CRT. This paper presents the 

optimal performance and limitations of CRT for image compression. 

 

2. CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM 

 
Chinese remainder theorem [19-23] is a theorem about congruence’s in number theory. It can be 

stated as follows: 

 If m1, m2,…..mk are pair-wise relatively prime positive integers , and if a1, a2, …., ak are any 

integers , then the simultaneous congruence’s 
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   x≡ a1 (mod m1), x≡ a2 (mod m2), …., x≡ ak (mod mk) have a solution, and the solution is unique 

modulo m, where m= m1m2…mk 

From Chinese remainder theorem, using k gray values, a1, a2, …., ak, we get a gray value:  
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+++≡ L  Therefore. CRT can encrypt an image, at 

the same it also compress the image with a given compression ratio k, simultaneously. From the 

unique solution  ( ).mod1

2
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+++≡ L  we can also get ai by  

ai ≡x (mod mi), where i = 1,….,k. The above procedure is used for decryption and to uncompress 

the image. 

. 
The Chinese Remainder Theorem can be used for generating Godel numbering for sequences, for 

Good Thomas Fast Fourier transforms for re-indexing of data, for implementing the RSA 

encryption and decryption, for distributing the shared key among a group of people, and also used 

for range ambiguity resolution techniques with medium pulse repetition frequency radar Some of 

the important parameters image are PSNR value and Correlations  are define as follows  

 

3. PSNR value 
 

Peak signal-to-noise ratio, often abbreviated PSNR, is the ratio between the maximum 

possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its 

representation. PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale. 

 

 
 

4. CORRELATION 
 
Correlation coefficient is a coefficient that illustrates a quantitative measure of some type 

of correlation and dependence, meaning statistical relationships between two or more random 

variables or observed data values. 
 

5. IMAGE ENCRYPTION PROCEDURE USING CRT 
 
Step1: To compress an image with size HxW in to an image with size (HxW)/K, we , set 

compression ratio k. This compression ration k is achieved by selecting randomly K 

integers:a1,a2,......ak,ai, where ai> 256,gcd (ai,aj)=1, 1<=i, j<=k, where H and W are the height and 

width of the plain image 

 

Step2: Divide the shuffled gray value sequence into 

 

(H xW)/k blocks: = {  ,…… , }, = {  ,…… , }, …….., 

    = { , , . . . . , . 
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Step3: For each block Bi, i=1, 2, . . . ,(H x W)/k, by using CRT formula, encrypt each block into 

a value Vi, and get the encrypted and compressed sequence V ={V1,V2, . . . ,V(HxW)/K}. Note that 

for each block Bi, x1,x2, . . . ,xk can be different, which may enhance the security of the algorithm 

Step4: To form the encrypted and compressed image, reshape V back to the 2D value matrix with 

size (H xW)/k 

 
For experimental purpose, as example, I take k=4. This means that the cipher image is 

compressed into 1/4 of the plain image and further I chosen m1 = 311, m2 =313,m3 =317, m4 =293 

randomly for encryption and decryption  
 

The following procedure is used to uncompress and decrypt the image: 
 

Step1: Arrange the encrypted-compressed image into a sequence 

  

            V ={ V1,V2, . . . ,V(HXW)/K}. 

Step2: Decrypt each Vi into k integers x1,x2, . . . ,xk by xj = Vi (mod mj), j = 1,2, . . . ,k,  

 

where mi is defined in the encryption procedure. Then,  get a decrypted sequence  

  X={x1,x2, . . . ,x(HxW)}. 

 

Step3: Reshape X ={x1,x2, . . . ,x(HxW) } values  with H rows and W columns to form the 

decrypted and decompressed image. 

 

RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
 
The following results shows the histograms of original, encrypted and decrypted image along 

with the correlation for different key values of the following standard image 

     

 
 

Standard .jpg 

 

Key Values used are: 

m = [ 467 ];    m for a=1 

 m = [ 971 977 ];    for a=2 

 m = [ 263 269 271 ];    for a=3 
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 m = [977 983 991 997 ];    for a=4 

 m = [ 443 449 457 461 467 ];   for a=5 

 m = [ 263 269 271 277 281 283 ];       for a=6 

 m = [ 257    263    269    271    277    281  283];      for a=7 

 m = [ 307    311    313    317    331    337    347    349 ];         for a=8 

 m = [  257    263    269    271    277    281   283    293    307 ];       for a=9 

 m = [  257    263    269    271    277    281   283    293    307    311 ];      for a=10 

 
Standard jpg 

 

KEY VALUES CORRELATION 

                            (k=1) = [ 467 ] 

  
                          (k=2) = [ 971 977 ] 

  
                         (k=3) = [ 263 269 271 ] 

  
                      

 

                    (k=4) = [977 983 991 997 ] 
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                          (k=5) = [ 443 449 457 461   467]                                                                                       

  
                           (k=6) = [ 263 269 271 277 281 283 ] 

  
 (k=7) = [ 257    263    269    271    277    281  283] 
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       (k=8) = [ 307    311    313    317    331    337    347    349 ] 

  

(k=9) = [  257    263    269    271    277    281   283    293    

307 ] 

  
(k=10) = [  257    263    269    271    277    281   283    293    307    311 ] 

  
 

 

ANALYSIS 
 
The following table values of correlation coefficient, PSNR and MSE for the sample image to the 

number of keys  

  

SAMPLE NAME Correlation 

coefficient 

PSNR value MSE value 

Number of Keys =1 , m = [467] 1 infinity 0 

Number of keys =2 ; m= [ 971 977 ] 1 infinity 0 

Number of keys= 3, m = [ 263 269 271 ] 1 infinity 0 

Number of keys= 4, m = [977 983 991 997 ] 1 infinity 0 

Number of keys= 5, m =[ 443 449 457 461 467 ] 1 Infinity 0 
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  Number of keys=6, m= [ 263 269 271 277 281 283 ] 0.9779 27.9575 104.07 

Number of keys=7, m= [ 257    263    269    271    277    

281  283] 

-0.0067 8.0042 10296 

Number of keys=8, m= [ 307    311    313    317    331    

337 347    349 ] 

-0.00085318 8.0243 10248 

Number of keys=9, m= [  257    263    269    271    277    

281   283    293    307 ] 

0.0013 8.7828 8606 

Number of keys=10, m= [  257    263    269    271    277    

281   283    293    307  311 ] 

0.0024 8.7352 8700.7 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
It is concluded from the result analysis of image encryption using CRT, that the encryption and 

decryption is optimal when the number of keys used are between 2 to 5 and the compression ratio 

is directly proportional to number keys used for encryption. Further it is observed that, if we 

increase the keys beyond the 5, the decryption process is unable to produce a valid decrypted 

image.  Hence, this paper concludes, that, the CRT not only be used for image encryption and it 

also provide compression as well. 
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